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Senior Advocate 

To 31.10.2022 

The Hon 'ble Prime Minister of India 

7, Lok Kalyan Marg 

New Delhi-11 0011 

Sir, 

Sub: The Genocide of Sikhs in Delhi was planned by Mrs. 

Indira Gandhi herself during her lifetime; Demand of 

the constitution of a Truth Commission to unravel the 

truth. 

1. Today. it has been 38 years since the massacre and Genocide of Sikhs 

was committed in Delhi and some other cities of the country, during 1st 

Nov to 3rd Nov 1984. Unfm1unately, till date, the country does not know 

how such a Genocide on such a massive scale was planned and executed, 

right in the Capital of the Country. This is a truth that must be unraveled, 

not only for upholding the rule of law, but also for closure for the 

thousands of victims that suffer the consequences of those brutal killings 

of their loved ones, even today. 

2. There is enough evidence to show that the Genocide of the Silills was 

planned during the lifetime of Mrs. Gandhi and probably under her 

instructions. or in the least, with her lmo\vledge. As a matter of fact, 

official record would reveal this. Since, 3 8 years have already passed, 

there is no bar in making public the s~dd official files/record of 

Intelligence Agencies pertaining to that era 
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3. Certain facts that fortify the belief that the Genocide was planned during Mrs. Gandhi's lifetime, 

and as a matter of fact, by Mrs. Gandhi herself are mentioned below: 

I. Sh. K R Malkani, the former Member of Parliament had informed the Nanavati Commission 

of Inquiry in his statement made on oath in the year 2000 that he had met Mr. K. N. Kao, 

the then Security Advisor to Mrs. Indira Gandhi in mid 1984 around July- August, regarding 

a book Mr. Malkani had authored. During the discussions, Mr. Malkani got a definite 

impression that the Government of India has a contingency plan against the Sikhs. Mr. 

Malkani stated before Justice Nanavati that after the November I 984 massacre, he realized 

that his impression drawn during the discussion with Mr. Kao, four months earlier was 

indeed correct and that the Genocide was the contingency plan that Government of India 

had made. As Mr. Malkani had made this statement before Nanavati Commission in the 

year 2000, only 16 years had passed. However, now with the passage of 38 years, there is 

no legal bar in making the record public. 

II. The manner in which this plan was executed, leaves no manner of doubt that it was pre

planned, and not have possibly have been made overnight. The narrative that it was a knee

jerk reaction of angry public is one that has been fed to the country since 1984 to conceal its 

true origins. 

III. Delhi is overall a peaceful city and being the Capital, it is simply not possible to carry out 

such large scal·e violence in Delhi, like it could be done in some other cities. After the 

assassination of Mrs. Gandhi was made public, there was no attack on Sikhs till the evening. 

Even at about 4 pm when many people were gathered outside AIIMS, there were many 

Sikhs in the gathering, but nobody touched them. 

N. The first Sikh who was attacked in Delhi was Giani Zail Singh, President of India. The 

President of India was in North Yemen in the morning of 31st October I 984 and returned to 

Delhi in the afternoon and went straight to AIIMS where the body of Mrs. Gandhi was 

lying. At around 4: I 5 pm, when his cavalcade reached near AIIMS, it was attacked by a 

small group of 30-40 persons, the window pane of the President's limousine was broken, 

and the mob tried to throw burning torches inside the car where the President's Press 

Secretary Tarlochan Singh was sitting. The driver of the car quickly swerved and turned 

away the car and saved Tarlochan Singh. 

V. The first Sikh who was injured in Delhi was the President's body guard on duty who was 

escorting the President cavalcade, at about 4:30pm. 

VI. This incidents beg the questions: 

i. Who informed the mob that the President has landed? 

11. Who leaked the information that the President is coming to AIIMS? 

iii. Had it been an merely a reaction against the Sikhs, Why did this group not 

attack any other Sikh present in the crowd or who were on the road? 
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iv. Why was no FIR of the attack on the President ofthe Country registered? 

The factum of the attack is public knowledge and had been widely reported 

at the time. Photographs of the attack are also public record. 

VII. This was done under a plan to terrorize the President and coerce him into agreeing to give 

oath of Prime Minister to Rajiv Gandhi, who was not even a part of the Cabinet at the time. 

VIII. On two occasions earlier when a Prime Minister died in office, first in 1964 when 

Jawaharlal Nehru died and second in 1966, when Lal Bahadur Shastri died, it was the senior 

most Minister in thF: Cabinet who was sworn in as interim Prime Minister. It is after that, 

that the Congress MP's elected their leader and that leader was sworn as the Prime Minister. 

But in 1984, the Gandhi family did not want that precedent to be followed, so they 

threatened the President and he was made to agree to give oath to Rajiv Gandhi. 

IX. The next incident of violence after the attack on the President, was burning of motorcycle 

and vehicles in and around the INA market, which started after 5:00 pm and the violence 

remained confined to the area around AIIMS. Three mobs started from AIIMS one towards 

Prithvir<U road, 2nd towards South-Ex, Defence Colony and Khan Market and 3rd towards 

Safdmjung Enclave. Apart fi·om these, 31 51 late night there were only sporadic incidents of 

violence like in Sabzi Mandi area around 8:30 pm. 

X. On I '1 Nov 1984, in every nook and corner of Delhi, in every area, mobs started the killing 

of Sikhs, and the same pattern was followed throughout Delhi. These arrangements could 

not have been made overnight. The following facts clearly show that the arrangements 

were made earlier and the material was kept ready and the plan was executed after 

assassination of Mrs. Gandhi: 

1. List of Sikh Houses -

It has come into evidence and found in the reports of the earlier Commissions 

that almost every mob was carrying a pre-prepared list of Sikh Houses. It is not 

easy to segregate Sikh houses on the basis of the use of name 'Singh', as 

Raj puts and Jats, also use the name 'Singh'. But in whole of Delhi there was not 

even a single instance where the house of any Raj put or Jat using the name of 

Singh was attacked. The mobs had the list with exact House No. and addresses 

of Sikh houses only. It is not simply impossible to prepare and segregate such a 

list, in all areas of Delhi, overnight. It is obvious that this list was prepared and 

kept ready to use at the time of the execution of the plan. Even the house of Dr. 

Manmohan Singh in Ashok Vihar was attacked by the mob on I st November 

morning, who were carrying a list of Sikh Houses. 

ii. Every Mob was accompanied by experts in using inflammable Powder-
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It has come in evidence before earlier Commissions and Committees oflnquiry 

that almost every mob going around in different colonies of Delhi was using a 

powder which was highly inflammable. This Powder was used by persons who 

were experts and knew exactly its manner of usage, quantity to be used, etc, 

besides having access to it. A layman cannot use this powder as he will likely 

burn his own skin, if not used properly. The powder was arranged and kept 

stored to be used at the appropriate time and requisite number of persons were 

already given training for using this powder. 

iii. First attack on Gurudwara-

Every mob in different colonies in Delhi made the first attack on the Gurudwara 

of the colony in the morning of I st November 1984. Individual Sikhs were 

attacked only after that. Had it been a spontaneous reaction of anger, then the 

mobs would have started by attacking individual and isolated Sikhs and not 

mustered the courage of attacking Gurudwara's where a large number of Sikhs 

would be present and would likely retaliate with equal force. Besides, every 

mob in different areas would not behave in exactly the same fashion, thereby 

lending credence to the belief that mobs were following a pattern, that was part 

ufa Plan. 

IV. Similar wording in FIR's-

On the morning or I'' November, similar worded FIR's were recorded in every 

Police Station of Delhi. This was also part ofthe Plan and instructions had been 

issued accordingly, as it cannot possibly be a coincidence. 

v. Police Control Room as well as Fire Brigade stopped recording the 

complaints of Sikhs from 1st November 1984-

The Police Control room as well Fire Brigade recorded the last complaint ofthe 

Sikhs on 31" October 1984, but from the morning of 1st November, the Police 

control room as well as Fire Brigade stopped recording the 

complai!1ts/information regarding attacks on the Sikhs. Police control room was 

only recording information where any Sikh was defending himself and in those 

cases control room was taking prompt action to send a huge Police force to 

demobilize, disarm and arrest individual Sikhs. This pattern too occurred 

throughout Delhi, evidently under instructions. 
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VI. Mob was can-ying virtually identical sized I1·on rods-

It has come into evidence that the mobs were carrying viltually identical sized 

iron rods throughout Delhi. A leading journalist Madhur Kishwer has given 

evidence that on I st November morning she saw truck load of rods being 

distributed among mobs. 

The above facts clearly show that it is virtually impossible to make all these 

arrangements overnight. 

4. A senior Officer of Research & Analysis Wing (R & A W), GBS Sidhu has written a book after 

his retirement. In the said book he has stated that Director (R) of RAW, Mr. Gary Saxena had 

told him that if Mrs. Gandhi is attacked then there will be large scale killing of Sikhs in Delhi. 

And that is exactly what happened. It is obvious that the killing of Sikhs in Delhi was planned 

much earlier and Mr. Gray Saxena had knowledge of it. 

5. There would be many other persons who had access to the Prime Minister's office before Mrs. 

Gandhi's assassination. Most of these persons would know the truth. Apart from examining the 

official records, it is necessary to examine such persons as well. 

In view of the above, I respectfully request that the official record of the Intelligence Agency 

from July to November 1984 pertaining to this issue should be made public. 

6. Appointment of a Truth Commission to unravel past truths that have been concealed from the 

citizens is internationally recognized concept. The concept of Truth Commission which started 

from South Africa is subsequently being followed by many countries throughout world and 

should be followed in India as well. There would be many officers who were in powerful 

position~ at the incumbent time, who would have information on the subject or who were 

involved. I thus earnestly request your goodselfto constitute a Truth Commission to unravel the 

truth. 

7. The issue cannot brook any further delay as 38 years have already passed and many persons 

having knowledge about this are no longer alive. for the fevl that are still alive, it is of utmost 

importance that immediate steps be taken to record their statements. 

8. In the event it is found that Mrs. Gandhi had indeed planned the killing of the Sikhs herself 

during her lifetime, then all the honors, decorations and awards given to her including Bharat 
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Ratna should be withdrawn. Sharing equal responsibility, Bharat Ratna awarded to the next 

Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi who executed the already prepared plan should also be 

withdrawn. 

I earnestly request you to take immediate steps in this regard and give justice to victims, who are 

citizens of this country and waiting since four decades with bated breath for the truth to finally come 

out. 

Thanking You, 

H S Phooll{a 

Padma Shree Awardee 

Senior Advocate 
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